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FMS/AUSTROSOFT | SOFTWARE | APP DEVELOPMENT 

Brand-new taxi app wins audience award 

TCA is the leading taxi company in Amsterdam and has recently started 

launching the brand-new app generation from fms/Austrosoft. The taxi app 

configured for TCA convinced the public vote with competitive products, 

high usability and attractive design. 

  

Vienna/Amsterdam, 21.06.2021 – MKB-Amsterdam is the representative of 

interests for SME in the Dutch capital and holds regular awards as part of its 

"Products of the Month" programme. In the audience award category, the 

newly revised taxi app by fms/Austrosoft won the most votes for TCA 

Amsterdam.  

 

Not only the audience but also the expert jury of MBK-Amsterdam was 

convinced by the taxi app and clearly pointed out the advantages of TCA 

Amsterdam's modern ordering channel: "The app is innovative and the taxi 

can be ordered with only the push of a button.“ 

 
Good for passengers and good for taxi drivers  
Hedy Borreman, CEO of TCA, decided earlier this year to launch the newly 

designed taxi app for her customer-friendly service in Amsterdam. With this 

step, she also wanted to reflect TCA's sustainable corporate philosophy in the 

taxi app. "TCA stands for quality, fast service and fair prices," Hedy Borreman 

emphasises and underlines: "Through the app, we offer payments via credit 
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card or PayPal, whereby we do not charge drivers a commission for the app 

payment. This allows us to offer a competitive price that is good for the 

passenger and also good for our taxi drivers." 

 

Taxi app sends positive signal for taxi industry 

The developers from fms/Austrosoft are behind the award-winning taxi app 

from TCA Amsterdam. In an intensive process and in consultation with the 

taxi companies, the taxi app was further developed and optimised for 

everyday use. Robert Abel, CEO of fms/Austrosoft, explains. "We are pleased 

that the taxi app from TCA Amsterdam has now been awarded. This shows 

us that we can support the taxi industry with our digital products and that we 

are a reliable partner for the future."   

 

Contact 
Austrosoft@ Weiss Datenverarbeitung GmbH | Robert Abel | CEO  
robert.abel@austrosoft.at | Tel. +43 1 877 62 05 - 42 
 
Austrosoft@ Weiss Datenverarbeitung GmbH | Jürgen Habringer | PR  
juergen.habringer@austrosoft.at | Tel. +43 1 877 62 05 - 46 
 

TCA - Taxi Centrale Amsterdam B.V. | Hedy Borreman | CEO  
hborreman@tcataxi.nl | Tel. +31 20 650 65 64 
 
 

About fms/Austrosoft 

In 1982 Austrosoft® Weiss Datenverarbeitung was founded in Vienna. With a reliable 
and scalable fleet management software (short: fms) the company became the 
European market leader. 2001 fms GmbH, specialised in hardware solutions in 
vehicles, was created by management buyout. Since then, the direct interaction of 
special hardware and software modules has ensured sustainable business success. 
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For over 35 years, fms/Austrosoft has been the technology leader in the field of taxi 
dispatching systems in Europe. More than 155 taxi dispatch centres in 11 countries 
trust in the system solutions of fms/Austrosoft. A total of around 195,000 drivers in 
65,000 vehicles use the modular end-to-end solution, which is unique on the market. 
Around 190 million trips are dispatched via fms/Austrosoft every year. 
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